APPENDIX.      '
9.	The necessity of ascertaining by continuous and scientifically-
directed trial on experimental farms what are the possibilities of improv-
ing existing methods, was indicated in the -Resolution  of 1881, and
measures have been taken in almost every province to establish farms for
this purpose.   The inspection of farms;   the general  direction of the
system  on which experiments are to be conducted; and the preservation
of continuity in experiment will be further and important duties oi the
new officer.
 10.	The scheme of agricultural enquiry will also entail a systematic
analysis of soils, water, manure, &c., in the laboratory, and these will be
conducted by the Agricultural Chemist and the Assistant.
 11.	It will at the same time be essential that, with the co-operation
of the Educational Department, measures should be taken which will
render the agricultural population capable of assimilating new ideas,
and of understanding any suggestions made to them, as time goes on
for the improvement of their agricultural methods ; and which will quali-
fy them to take that active part in the scheme of agricultural reform,
without which no effective results can be expected.    The necessity of
adapting the educational system to the requirements of the agricultural
population was not dealt with in the Resolution of 1881.    The" Govern-
raent of India, however, in th*e 2$th paragraph of the Resolution  on
Education, issued by the Home Department in June 1888, recommended
that this subject, among others, should in each. province be brought
under the consideration of a Committee.    The question of agricultural
education was also discussed in a valuable note submitted by Mr. F. A.
Nicholson to the officers who reported in May, 1889, on the Agricultural
Department of the Madras Presidency.    Tn that note, Mr. Nicholson
urged that in developing the efficiency of an Agi icultural Department,
it would be necessary to consider "what means will render its operations
more efficient by promoting the intelligence and receptivity of the ryot,
by developing the agents rather than the mere methods of production,
and* by provoking them to take the initiative instead of waiting for an
impluse ab extra*"
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